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Abstract

Your abstract.

1 Introduction

Your introduction goes here!

2 Some examples to get started

2.1 How to include Figures

First you have to make sure image file is located somewhere you can find it. If you are authoring on Over-leaf, upload the image file from your computer using the upload link the project menu. Then use theincludegraphics command to include it in your document. Use the figure environment and the captioncommand to add a number and a caption to your figure. See the code for Figure 1 in this section for anexample.

2.2 How to add Tables

Use the table and tabular commands for basic tables — see Table 1, for example.

Figure 1: This is a frog.
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Item Quantity
Widgets 42Gadgets 13

Table 1: An example table.
2.3 How to write Mathematics

LATEX is great at typesettingmathematics. LetX1, X2, . . . , Xn be a sequence of independent and identicallydistributed random variables with E[Xi] = µ and Var[Xi] = σ2 <∞, and let
Sn =

X1 +X2 + · · ·+Xn

n
=

1

n

n∑
i

Xi

denote their mean. Then as n approaches infinity, the random variables√n(Sn−µ) converge in distribu-tion to a normalN (0, σ2).

2.4 How to create Sections and Subsections

Use section and subsections to organize your document. Simply use the section and subsection buttons inthe toolbar to create them, and we’ll handle all the formatting and numbering automatically.

2.5 How to add Lists

You can make lists with automatic numbering . . .
1. Like this,
2. and like this.

. . .or bullet points . . .
• Like this,
• and like this.

2.6 Inserting Citations

Citations can be inserted using standard latex formatting by called the identifier in the .bib file. Like this(Einstein et al., 1935; Kucsko et al., 2013).
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